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Room Service Server
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Company: Mandarin Oriental Hotel

Location: İstanbul

Category: other-general

Room Service Server

Apply now  Position: Room Service Server (Full time #531238)

Property / Office: Mandarin Oriental Bosphorus, Istanbul

Location: Istanbul, Turkey

The Hotel

Mandarin Oriental Bosphorus, Istanbul has become Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group's

second hotel in Turkey. The hotel is located on the European side of Istanbul, in the luxurious

residential district of Kuruçeşme, right next to the unique Bosphorus.

Mandarin Oriental Bosphorus, Istanbul located on the shores of the Bosphorus with its lush,

generous, and magical gardens, in the city center with two outdoor pools, 100 spacious

guest rooms and suites, rich Sunday brunches with menus from unique Turkish and world

delicacies, world-famous Novikov Restaurant for lunch and dinner, serving Italian and

Mediterranean specialties, as well as delicious sushi varieties and many other special Pan-

Asian delicacies, consists of innovative restaurants and bars and opulent and elegant banquet

facilities. Spanning an area of 3,500 square meters, The Spa at Mandarin Oriental Bosphorus,

Istanbul, is one of the best and most comprehensive health and beauty centers in Istanbul.

QUALIFICATIONS AND JOB DESCRIPTION

Duties and Responsibilities

To ensure that the uniform provided is kept clean, presentable and in good condition, ensuring
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that personal appearance and hygiene standards are an example for the team and a

demonstrate a professional image for our guests

To ensure that mise en place is completed shift to shift and during service in order to provide an

efficient service

To ensure a full knowledge of the menu and wine list in order to respond or amend guests

requests to their full satisfaction

To greets guests and establish rapport in order to ensure guest satisfaction

To ensure that the restaurant is kept clean and in appropriate order at all times

To ensure all dishes are presented in compliance with hotel standards and food & beverage

specifications

To deliver service according to hotel standards and guest requirements in a friendly,

courteous and efficient manner

Requirements

Reading, writing and oral proficiency in the English and Turkish languages.

Demonstrates a high standard of verbal communication, social skills and up-selling skills.

Willing to work a flexible schedule and holidays.

Have a minimum of 2 years’ experience in similar position, preferably in luxury environment.

Have the ability to handle multiple tasks at one time.
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